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Two impetuses to the development of enterprises are innovative thinking 
and corporation culture.The study,which finded their relation in the enterprises, 
could offer some theoretic and practical direction for he development of the 
enterprises.On the purpose of it,the present text,which was light of the result of 
researching to Shenzhen Financial Leasing Co. Ltd., expounded and 
analysed this relation,and then put forward some proposes about how to 
construct a kind of corporation cultures that could benifitf to exert innovative 
thinking. 
The present text showed: (1) innovative thinking and corporation culture are 
two impetuses to the development of enterprises,and they are different and 
interactional.(2)people in the enterprises is the joint of the relationg of innovative 
thinking and corporation culture.(3)there are important effects on pruducing and 
constructing corporation culture of innovative thinking,and attaching importance 
to innovative thinking is important compositive part of excllent corporation 
culture.(4) corporation culture influences human’s intelligence structure,human’s 
mental diathesis and collecting and processing information of human,and then 
influences the exertion of innovative thinking. 
Basing on above ideas,the present text explored the constructing of a kind 
of corporation cultures that could benifitf to exert innovative thinking.Such as: (1) 
in terms of methodology ,the construction must stand to coincidence 
principle.These coincidences included the coincidence of corporation culture and 















system ‘s inner coincidence,the coincidence of corporation culture and the 
enterprise’s activity,the behavior of employees and employers.(2) in terms of 
content of corporationg culture,the construction must regard people as the prime 
essential of the group,regard continual innovation as one nuclear value concept 
of the group, carry out impactful training mechanism,and possess unhindered 
intercommunion channel in the group.(3) in terms of practice,the construction 
must observe the holistic principle. 
There were some original parts in the present.These parts were mostly lay 
on analysing the relation of innovative thinking and corporation culture in an 
original angle of view, especially on analysing the effect of corporation culture 
on innovative thinking. 
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重组的基础上成立的，于 1999年 12月 25日正式营
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